This puzzle is based on one of the first Word-Cross puzzles. Italic clues are from the original puzzle.

ACROSS
1 “Yuk”
8 Conceive of
15 “That explains it”
17 Car conduit
18 Know-it-all
20 Great
21 Messenger god
22 A lamb’s cry.
24 Hunting dog
25 Use a menu
26 A swoon.
28 Chiefs of the East
29 Wishes otherwise
30 An artist.
32 ___ hold on
33 Final word
34 Determination
35 An obstacle
37 Tennis call
38 A mountain range between Europe and Asia
39 It falls in flakes / Dropped a blanket
41 The outer coat of wheat
42 The harvest
43 City at risk of vanishing / Agreeable
45 An adverb.
46 Stock action with a rebound
47 A wicked Roman Emperor.
49 Goes.
50 One showing up at school
53 Tass mergee
55 Wanderers.
57 Brand from Hawaii
58 “And” and “nor” to 67-Down
60 A rude way of looking.
61 “Take my wife...” utterer

DOWN
1 Somewhat coastal
2 Diamond circuit
3 Gave a badge
4 Mel and kin
5 Step on calculator
6 Wells and Tarbell
7 Abbr. before a prefix
8 “You’ve seen me behave like that?”
9 Glasses, colloquially
10 Bugs chaser
11 Line at the bar
12 Bourbon mix
13 Having lost reelection
14 Examines intently
15 Hook another worm / Important in fishing.
16 Adam’s eldest son.
17 Industrious insects.
18 To miss.
19 A denomination in counting
20 A lively horse.
21 Western farms.
22 A great Western product.
23 Wedge shaped pieces.
24 Used for hot water.
25 Gained
26 “Don’t rush me!”
27 Diet supplement for some
28 Love.
29 A common word for telegram.
30 Era of computer-assisted living
31 Food for horses.
32 At this place / Within this document
33 Nice greeting
34 Really creep out
35 Explicitly allows
36 Where one is likely to hear praise for Jah
37 Tackle
38 Abided, as a schedule
39 Underground oil holder
40 Foundationary
41 Big name in little blocks
42 Some Stanford grads
43 Threw meat to the dogs?
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